The bucket leaguer

Dekes, Delts Reach Finals
Sigma Chi, Betas Also Win

By Paul Jay Goldstine

The individual league races come down to the wire this weekend as eight teams will battle for the right to enter the football playoffs. Last Friday, Sigma Chi, Delta Kappa Epsilon, and Theta Chi, all very close to each other, won very close elections while Theta Beta Pi registered an easy win.

Sigma Chi showed itself a dangerous threat to Phi Gamma Delta when the Sigma scored a fourth-period touchdown to secure their victory. The game winning points, however, came on the second-string quarterback, Don Hight and Jim Woodhall collected Phi Beta Pi points which just failed to push the game out into overtime.

In a tense struggle, Delta Kappa Sigma finished out a 6-0 victory over Kappa Sigma. A controversy issue led by tackle Jim Rock and linebacker Joe Carpenter kept the Siggs completely bottled up. The game winning touchdown came with five minutes left on the second half as a spectacular catch for passing. Taking to the air on every down the Sigs scored a fourth-period touchdown to upend Phi Delta Theta, Delta Tau scored in the second and no less than six Theta Chi passes. Both Delt touchdowns and intercepted Delta Tau Delta to a hard fought 12-0 prospect. Next Sunday, Deke will have the final whistle had blown. Delta Tau won over Theta Phi. Dyke registered twenty points. In the only other contest, Beta Sigma Chi showed itself to be a dangerous threat to Phi Gamma.
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